
September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future  of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air se&e links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area With this in mind,  I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight fkquencies  to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China--united,  Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent tiers in a fEsshion that ensures the demand for air cargo setice between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market,, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service +a O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.
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As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Signature
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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Dear  Secretary  Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new setice would provide important  links to the vast China  market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies  to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent tiers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the worid, wiii bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
.
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Address

Print Name



September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible, The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Telephone $3 T-77  b64- 837.3



September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after aiiocating  additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
Anicrican ,%irlines  service xtis O’Hcrfi,  scwes of business op+unities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Print Name
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The Honorable  hxin9 Slater

Washing&~,  D.C. 20590

Dear  secretary  Slater:

Increasing air setice links  to international  marktzts is vital to the economic  fbture of the Chicago
area With this in mind I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing,  China, from Chicago’s  O’Hare International
Airport. This new service  would  provide  important links to the vast  China market  for consumers
and businesses  throughout the Midwest  via frequent  one-stop connection  service  on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after  allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China--united,  Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo setice  between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China  market, expand  travel options  for U.S. passengers flying to China  and in
partdar connect  communities in nlinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hm, scores of business onnortunities  in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
*
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September 9, 1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, SW.
Washington, DC. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,



September 9’1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies  to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Address

Telephone



September 9’1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,



September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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September 9’1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S. W.
Washington, DC. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating  additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Signature
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September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,



The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China afier allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and china  a reality.

Sincerely, 1

Signature 1

Print Name Telephone



September 9,1999

The Honorable Rodney Slater
Secretary of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Secretary Slater:

Increasing air service links to international markets is vital to the economic future of the Chicago
area. With this in mind, I am writing to express my strong support for American Airlines’
proposal to serve both Shanghai and Beijing, China, from Chicago’s O’Hare International
Airport. This new service would provide important links to the vast China market for consumers
and businesses throughout the Midwest via frequent one-stop connection service on American
Airlines.

As you know, the Department of Transportation (DOT) recently secured a new agreement with
China that makes such a proposal possible. The agreement allows the United States to designate
another U.S. carrier to serve China after allocating additional flight frequencies to the three U.S.
carriers that already serve China-United, Northwest, and Federal Express.

Recently, DOT allocated the flight frequencies made available under the agreement for the
incumbent carriers in a fashion that ensures the demand for air cargo service between the United
States and China will be met. As a result, I urge you to increase passenger service competition in
the U.S.-China market, expand travel options for U.S. passengers flying to China and in
particular connect communities in Illinois with both the economic and political capitals of China.
I urge you to approve American Airlines’ application. Indeed, I am convinced that without the
American Airlines service via O’Hare, scores of business opportunities in the massive Chinese
market, which represents the third largest economy in the world, will bypass Chicago.

As such, you can understand my interest in this matter and my strong desire for you to make
nonstop passenger air service between O’Hare and China a reality.

Sincerely,

Print Name
Lid G&j/

Telephone


